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A message from the County Chairman
Hello Everyone,
I wonder whether when you heeded the Prime Minister’s plea to stay at home in
the Spring of 2020, you imagined that fifteen months later the world would still be
in the grip of this awful pandemic. All our lives have been on hold and of course
that includes our involvement with clubs and associations too. I sincerely hope that
everyone will keep to the guidelines for a little while longer so that some kind of
normality can return very soon.
During this time, the Management Committee have continued to meet occasionally
through the wonders of Zoom, and I know some branches have met in this way too.
Fingers crossed, very soon now, we will be able to enjoy meeting up with each other
again for outings, meals and special events.
My first year as County Chairman has been ‘different’, but I hope I will be able to visit
branches and meet many of you during the latter part of this year and in 2022.
I hope you have all managed to stay safe and have found ways to fill your days,
maybe like me with tasks you have been putting off for a long time.
Invicta
Sally Waters

Correction
In “The Story of Kent Corner” (issue 333, Winter 2020) reference was made to the members who, in 1992, moved the items
in the Kent Corner from St. Mary Woolnorth. It was mentioned that the members were led by David MacLeary. That was
incorrect. They were led by David MacLaren, currently Vice President of the Association and previously Chairman of the
Council. Apologies.

Annual General Meeting
On the assumption that lockdown rules will permit such meetings, the Association AGM will be held at The Dog & Bear,
Lenham on 16th October 2021. The meeting will commence with coffee at 11am. Numbers at the AGM are limited to 35 and
will be on a “first asked, first served” basis. To apply to attend email Derrick Smith on derrickedward2011@hotmail.co.uk.
Notices of the meeting and the Agenda will be distributed through Branch Secretaries in late September.
Should any member like a set of accounts in advance please e-mail the Treasurer (johnkingsmell@ntlworld.com)
It is not the intention to organise a lunch although bar meals and the Dog & Bear restaurant will both be available, however
you will need to order direct with the Dog & Bear (01622 858219) at least 3 days before the meeting.
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Lottery Report - 2021
This year I received a total of 84 entries which gave a grand total of £2,600. This is a substantial increase from several
previous years.
Having paid the annual fee to Sevenoaks District Council Licensing Authority and taken £30 for postage expenses, it was
decided to leave the value of prizes at the same level of £100 for first and £25 for second each month, hence £1,250 per
annum. Thus overall the Association will receive £1,300. This will help to offset the extra costs involved for the postage of all
the magazines during lockdown.
Grateful thanks are sent to all those members who have taken part, but you might note that a significant percentage of our
membership did not. It is hoped that this increase can be continued next year with possibly even more members sending
entries.
Ken Palmer (Promoter)

Pricelist of Association Items
Association Tie

£15.00

Association Bow Tie

£16.50

Association Lapel Badge

£8.50

Ladies Invicta Brooches

£8.50

Items can be ordered from: Mary Underdown on 01634 242879

Association - The Second Decade
Unlike the 1904 Annual Report, the 1914 Yearbook is a weighty tome showing the Associations progress from its infancy
to a mature and established society. It opens with a long list of Officers with Vice Presidents noting most with titles of one
kind or another from Right Hon, Viscount, Excellency, Field Marshal, Colonel, M.P and Sir. A little hard to match in the 21st
Century!
It was a busy period for the Association with many grand luncheons and social events over the preceding years amongst
which on Sept 6th 1913 a Water Polo match was held in Whitstable! On Oct 15th at the Annual Dinner the Captain and
Officers of HMS Kent were the honoured guests of President Lord Northbourne. On the 29th of the month at the 16th AGM,
in addition to the usual business, a talk on ‘Gavelkind’ was given by one Percy Maylam, a surname still with us in 2021!
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The Annual Report showed a large increase in membership with a total of 1,750 having joined in the year – noted as
‘remarkable’, (I’d say!) thus bringing the total membership to be in excess of 3,000 - however it was also noted that a large
number of outstanding subscriptions were due….
It is interesting to see that two Secretaries were employed at this time; I can only think that they must have been employed
full time and kept exceedingly busy with pen and ink being the main tools of the day!
Many new MOK branches were established in this period including several still with us today. Also noted is a listing of 18
‘other English County Societies’ – are any still extant I wonder? Mentioned also are associated MOK branches in Cairo and
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Among sporting interests, cricket and the Kent team were well supported (and often won!).
Golf, Bowls and Whist & Cribbage were also well supported.
It is mentioned that a ‘new cover’ for the Year Book designed to be eye-catching was brought in with the intention that it
would aid sales at railway bookstalls at 6d per copy. The ‘Kentish cherry’ was relevant but quite how the ‘white diamonds’
figured seems unsure. It isn’t reported as to the success of the promotion.
There are also extensive and comprehensive notes on HMS Kent which cover two pages but being too lengthy for inclusion
here are available from me if there is any interest. Please email post.cantium@gmail.com .
In conclusion this period was in retrospect a ‘Golden Age’ during which the
Association grew its membership by a substantial margin and looked happily to
the future with the prospect of further growth. Reading through the 1914 Year
Book, 107 years on, paints a picture of a very sociable world which unbeknown to
the players would soon descend into utter turmoil and chaos – however a Year
Book from the 1930s shows that, despite these setbacks, the MOK survived and
prospered, leading us to the celebration of 125 years in 2022 – A happy thought.
(All notes are from the 1914 Year Book with the benefit of hindsight)
David Woodnott VP
Whitstable Branch
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Kent and the Spitfire
Kent and the Spitfire are synonymous with each other for two reasons. The first is that together with the Hawker Hurricane
it fought the Battle of Britain in the skies above Kent. The second is that the good people of Kent donated money from 1941
onwards to purchase a squadron of Spitfires. This “gift of war” came about due to the unfortunate luck of Wg Cdr Robert
Stanford Tuck. Taking part in a particularly ferocious dogfight over Kent in which he claimed two enemy aircraft shot down,
Stanford Tuck unfortunately had to abandon his aircraft which had received several bullet holes. As he floated down under
his parachute he saw that he was going to land in the gardens of a large Kentish house near Maidstone, called “Plovers”.
This was the Kent home of Lord Cornwallis, the then president of the Association of Men of Kent and Kentish Men. Watching
the parachute descend, his Lordship despatched a car to pick up the unfortunate airman. Bringing him back to the house,
a bath was prepared for Stanford Tuck as he was informed that the doctor was on his way. Meeting Lord Cornwallis, Tuck
thanked him for the loan of his bath and immediately fell asleep for seven hours. When he awoke, Lord Cornwallis told that
he had just received a cheque for £5,000 from Stanley Johnson of Bearsted with the suggestion that the money be used to
purchase a new Spitfire, an idea that immediately caught the imagination of his Lordship. After chatting with Stanford Tuck,
he proposed that the money would be the first instalment towards not one Spitfire but a flight of Spitfires to be known as
“The Invicta Flight of Spitfires”.
Lord Cornwallis made an appeal to the people of Kent and after a meeting of the War Emergency Committee came the
inauguration of the Kent County Spitfire Fund. The idea fired the imagination of the people of Kent and many other
towns were soon in competition with each other to see who could raise the greater amount. Soon £29,370 had been
collected, enough to purchase a flight of three Spitfires aptly named “Man of Kent – Kentish Man – and Fair Maid of Kent”.
In acknowledgement of this, Lord Beaverbrook wrote to Lord Cornwallis: “Your letter tells a tale of great endeavour and
generous-hearted patriotism that must command the admiration of us all. The nation’s thanks are due in full measure to the
men and women of Kent for their magnificent contribution to the strength of the Royal Air Force”.
By March 1941 the fund had risen to £67,677 and in November to over £100,000, enough money for an entire squadron.
Lord Cornwallis once again received a letter, this time from the President of Aircraft Production, Col Moore Brabazon which
read: “We are very pleased that the County of Kent has been successful in achieving sufficient money to pay for a full fighter
squadron. This will be a County of Kent Squadron and Kent will be the first county as usual to have a squadron named after
it”. The final amount of money was obtained by bringing together the funds of Ashford, Bexley, Beckenham, Chislehurst
and Sidcup, Crayford, Dartford, Faversham, Folkestone and Hythe, Gillingham, Gravesend, Snodland, Tonbridge and finally
Royal Tunbridge Wells. In acknowledging his thanks, Lord Cornwallis said: “Just remember that when you look upward to the
skies, it may be your squadron that is defending the gateway of England and ask for God’s blessing and protection for those
glorious men who are riding on the wings of the White Horse of Kent”.
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Later Lord Cornwallis presented two flags bearing the White Horse
of Kent and the motto “Invicta” to the squadron. Though the Kent
Squadron, No. 131, it was never based at a Kent airfield. It did stay
at Biggin Hill for a number of days but mainly served at the airfields
of Sussex, Surrey and Wales. In 1945 it was sent to India where it
disbanded at the end of the year. Its pilots destroyed 13 enemy aircraft
with seven probably destroyed and 19 damaged. It also gained a
name for excellent work in low level strafing attacks in preparation
for the invasion of Normandy and the conquest of Europe. Five of the
commanding officers had gained the DFC with several of the airmen
Mentioned in Despatches. In a letter to the squadron the Air Officer
Commanding expressed regret that it had been necessary to terminate
the existence of 131 (County of Kent) Fighter Squadron. This was due to
the process of reduction of the strength of the RAF.
Today TA805, a Spitfire Mk 9, flies in memory of the squadron. It bears
the inscription “Spirit of Kent” emblazoned on the fuselage and is a
reminder of those days when Kent was and still is, the only county in
the UK to have paid for an entire RAF Squadron.
Robin J Brooks
Robin J Brooks is the author of 15 books on aviation, not only in Kent
but nationwide. His interest in the subject stems from his time in the
Sevenoaks 2158 Squadron Air Cadets to National Service in the RAF and
a great interest in writing. He currently is the PR person for the Biggin
Hill Heritage Hanger and for the Medway Aircraft Preservation Society
Ltd (MAPSL) and is just about to release a new book featuring the
two Kent Squadrons, those being Nos. 500 (County of Kent) Auxiliary
Squadron and No. 131 (County of Kent) Fighter Squadron. He currently
lives in Maidstone.

Kent - First County of England
So claimed because the Jutes, under Hengist and Horsa, were the first of the Germanic tribes to settle in Britain, well in
advance of the Angles and the Saxons elsewhere. They landed at Pegwell Bay in AD 449 and were thus the founders of the
English race.
The approximate site of their landing is marked by a replica of one of their long-boats. In 1949 a re-constructed Viking
Longship was sailed from Denmark to commemorate the 1,500th anniversary of the AD 449 landing of Hengist and Horsa
and the betrothal of Hengist’s daughter, Rowena, to King Vortigen of Kent.
The re-constructed Longship was modelled on a 9th century Gokstad vessel, as no earlier Longships remained. Viking
sailing conditions were faithfully observed by the crew of 53 Danes, and the only instrument carried was a sextant. The
ship’s arrival in 1949 was met by huge crowds, and documented in a British Pathe newsreel, entitled “Kent Welcomes Viking
Invaders”. Although the original ship returned to Denmark, a replica was made and presented in 1950, by King Georg of
Denmark, as a gift from the Danish government. It was later sited at Pegwell Bay. In 2005, the Hugin was restored and
returned to its current site.
The Jutes, although they landed by invitation of King Vortigen, soon quarrelled with the Britons and defeated them at
the Battle of Aylesford, on the Medway, in 455. The following year Hengist and his son Esc fought against the Britons at
Creacanford (Crayford) and killed 4,000 men. The Britons then deserted Kent and fled with great fear to London. Halsted
(1778) listed 17 kings of Kent from Hengist in 455 to Baldred who was driven out by Egbert on the unification of England in
823. In 892, when Alfred the Great divided England into counties, Kent was the only one of the ancient kingdoms to retain
its early boundaries.
This article is significantly an extract from an Association of Men of Kent and Kentish Men leaflet written by T.A. Bushell in
the late 1960’s, although with updates regarding the Longship.
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The Fair Maid of Kent
The Princess Joan Plantagenet, daughter of Edmund Woodstock, 1st Earl of Kent, and granddaughter of King Edward I, was
born at Woodstock Palace, Oxfordshire in 1328. She was later described by the French Chronicler Jean Froissart as “the most
beautiful woman in all the realm of England, and the most loving” from which she came to be known as “The Fair Maid of
Kent”.
Edward II was deposed in 1327 and murdered later that year in Berkeley Castle. Edmund was executed and his wife and
children (including Joan) were placed under house arrest in Arundel Castle. When the new King, Edward III, attained
adulthood and took charge of affairs he took on the responsibility for the family.
Her romantic love story began in 1340, at the age of 12, with her secret marriage to Thomas Holland of Upholland,
Lancashire. Thomas was one of the first Knights of the Garter. Shortly after their marriage Thomas left for the continent as
part of the English expedition into Flanders and France.
In 1341, whilst Thomas Holland was overseas, Joan’s family arranged for her to marry William Montacute, son and heir of the
1st Earl of Salisbury and who was her own age.
Thomas Holland returned to England in 1348 and details of his marriage were revealed. He appealed to the Pope for the
return of his wife and in 1349 Pope Clement VI annulled Joan’s marriage to the Earl.
When the last of Joan’s siblings died in 1352, the lands and titles of her parents devolved upon her and she became the 4th
Countess of Kent.
Joan lived with Thomas Holland until he died in 1360.
After the death of Sir Thomas, the Fair Maid was wooed by Edward, the Black Prince. At the King’s request, the Pope granted
a dispensation allowing the two to be married. They were married at Windsor in October 1361 amidst scenes of great pomp
and splendour and had two sons – Edward, who died aged 6, and Richard. The Black Prince died in 1376 at the age of 46 at
the Palace of Westminster.
In 1377 King Edward III died and Joan’s surviving son, Richard –aged 10 years , acceded to the throne as Richard II. Joan
exercised a wise and restraining influence during the early years of her son’s reign and was much loved by the people.
The Fair Maid had many manors in Kent, among them Chislehurst, Dartford and Wickhambreux. She died in 1385 at
Wallingford Castle and was buried alongside her first husband at Stamford, Lincolnshire.
After her, the lady members of the Association are known as the Fair Maids of Kent.
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ROUND & ABOUT THE COUNTY
Canterbury Branch Report
For several months now, Canterbury Branch Chairman Tricia Shephard has hosted a series of Zoom
talks, which have been enjoyed by so many of us in the comfort of our own homes. It was clearly not the
same as meeting face to face, but Zoom has proved to be a very useful tool to provide an alternative
and everyone who signed up felt that it was great to see one another on the screen, while enjoying an
hour or so learning possibly about a specific Kent based subject with stimulating Q & A sessions.

JANUARY
Early in the year we were given an insight into the life and career of Brigadier John Meardon.
He was known to many of us as Receiver General at Canterbury Cathedral, overseeing many
projects and visits over an 18 year period.
What a fascinating wealth of tales he had to tell, from the beginning of his military career when
he was commissioned into the Royal Marines in the mid 1960s. His first posting was to 45
Commando in Aden and he certainly had some hair-raising tales to tell as he patrolled around
Aden Harbour. There were many instances when he came under fire and kept his trusty rifle by
his side!
We were surprised to hear about one of John’s unexpected talents.
As an enthusiastic member of an amateur stone sculpture group in
Canterbury, he joined with an electronics engineer, Vartan Moskofian,
another member of the group, to create a freestanding cross, called
a “Khachkar” in Armenian, to commemorate the Armenian Genocide
of 1.5m Armenians between 1914-1923. A half-ton block of reddish
stone made from compressed volcanic ash was shipped from Armenia
to Canterbury, for them to create the “Khachkar”.
The finished cross can be seen now in Canterbury Cathedral’s Garden of Remembrance in the Precincts,
acting as a symbol for reconciliation between peoples.

FEBRUARY
In February, George Chittenden, a keen local historian, born and raised in
the picturesque town of Deal, brought us tales of Kent’s colourful history of
smuggling, based principally around Deal and the English Channel. In the
past the town had a terrible reputation for smuggling - England’s first example
of organised crime. Local families survived by plying their trades on the sea
and it wasn’t too surprising that tough local fishermen, living so close to the
Continent, would eventually turn to a much more lucrative way of earning
a crust …. by bringing contraband over the channel at dead of night, thus
avoiding the dreaded burden of taxation.
George pointed out that many of us tend to think of those historic smugglers
as lovable rogues and hold a romantic view of them smuggling lace, tobacco
and gin, wine and brandy, yet these were criminal gangs and there were many highly dangerous groups throughout Kent.
There was nothing lovable about them and their activities.
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George reminded us of the Goodwin Sands and the dangers lurking there. It was a reminder
for many of us of times when the Hovercraft used to take trippers over to the Sands - and as a
young boy he himself remembered searching for buried treasure there!

APRIL
On 1st April Matt Banbury presented a talk about the local Crab and Winkle Line running
from Canterbury to Whitstable – The subject attracted an audience on several levels – those
interested in the recreational value of the area, those interested in the history of the railway and many who were simply
keen cyclists!
The Crab and Winkle Trust is constantly hoping to improve the line and has high hopes of restoring some of the former
bridges along the route.
The first passenger train ran on 3rd May, 1830, pulled by the locomotive ‘Invicta’ which was built by George and Robert
Stephenson in Newcastle and brought to Kent by sea. It was the first scheduled commercial passenger service in the world
and the first to issue season tickets. (In recent years the Invicta engine had been carefully restored by the National Railway
Museum and it is now housed and available to view in Whitstable Museum).
The train could run from Whitstable Harbour to Canterbury in 20 minutes without a stop, but over a period of time the
numbers of users of the service declined and the last train ran in December 1952.
The evening concluded with a presentation by Robin Townsend of an impressive film clip “Going Dutch”, which showed the
merits of cycling for health and fitness as sustainable transport.

APRIL
Bishop Rose Hudson-Wilkin : Getting to know Bishop Rose - Her journey to
Canterbury and Kent
Chairman Tricia Shephard welcomed Bishop Rose on behalf of the Canterbury branch.
Her first comment was ‘from your title I expected to see all men, but more than half the
audience are women! It was explained that the title was historic and the title hadn’t
been changed. Women had been members for many years, and the name referred to
those who live on opposite sides of the River Medway.
Bishop Rose was born and brought up in Montego Bay, Jamaica. She was a ‘cradle
Anglican’ - baptised when 4 months old into the Anglican Church of Jamaica. She went
to Sunday School from a very young age and preached her first sermon at the age of
fourteen! She belonged to the Youth Group and from the age of 5 or 6 she was leading
intercessions, reading and singing groups.
Only men were leaders in the Church, but she thought ‘I am going to be prepared’.
She left school at 17 and arrived in the UK when she was 18. She trained as a Church Army Evangelist and completed her 3
years’ training in Blackheath. She met Ken, her husband-to-be, who was one year ahead in his Church Army training.
Bishop Rose had returned to Jamaica, and Ken joined her a year later, for their marriage. They returned to the UK, where
her husband trained for Ordination and Rose trained to be a Deacon. They moved to Wolverhampton, where Ken took up a
new post. Black Anglicans were rarely to be seen in positions in the church. Bishop Rose was appointed Deacon of a church
there, where the whole PCC resigned. When asked if it was because of her colour, they said ‘yes, and we’re against women in
the church’. Her reply was ‘You can resign, but I’m not going to’.
During her time there, women were eventually allowed to become Priests and she was ordained in 1994 in Lichfield
Cathedral.
A position came up for a husband and wife, as Priest and Associate. The job was not right for Ken, but Rose said she would
like the challenge. The area was Hackney, London where the church wardens and members of the PCC were against her.
However, she stayed there for 10 years, where the congregation grew from 15 to 100. She then returned to Jamaica.
Then, friends told her there was a job available in Westminster Abbey. It was a Crown appointment.
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She was appointed to Westminster Abbey and was also the Parliament
Chaplain to the Speaker of the House of Commons, which she did for 2 years.
The rest, she said, is history, when she was appointed Bishop of Dover.
Following Bishop Rose’s talk, there was a lively question time, including ‘how
does the church encourage young people?’ She replied ‘Christianity is not
taught, it is caught’. ‘Christianity starts with baptism, and the preparation
of parents and godparents. Children must learn forgiveness, love and
compassion from the parents. She also goes into schools, colleges and youth
groups and anywhere there are young people. Christians are in the habit of
hiding their faith, whereas other religions celebrate and are proud of theirs.
“Let us recognise each-other’s humanity” she says “Accept everyone for who
we are - not whether we are black or white. Let us practise, live and love our
faith.”
Contributed by Joan Hill and Diana Forrest (Guest reporters)

MAY
“Drama in the Cathedral” was a lively talk given by Professor Ken Pickering. Professor Pickering is an actor and author and is
the Honorary Professor of Drama and Performance at the University of Kent and a former chairman of The Marlowe Society.
He was the last English actor to have played the role of Thomas Becket in Canterbury Cathedral, when he performed in T.S.
Eliot’s play ‘Murder in the Cathedral’
His talk focused on the plays that were performed in the Cathedral in the 1930s and 40s – the earliest beginnings of the
Canterbury Festival. From 1929 the Canterbury Festival continued to flourish
with plays commissioned from John Masefield, Laurence Binyon, Dorothy Sayers,
Christopher Fry but none achieved as much international recognition and
popularity as T.S. Eliot’s verse drama ‘Murder in the Cathedral’ (1935), portraying
the assassination of Archbishop Thomas Becket in Canterbury Cathedral during
the reign of Henry II in 1170.
There was some lively questioning after the talk, and Branch Member David
Pentin was able to speak with authority about his own acting parts in the
medieval Mystery Plays (as one of a cast of over 100 from the local community).

JUNE
In June we held our latest Zoom gathering with a talk from Alan Bywaters
on a very topical subject: plastic pollution. This was certainly something
completely different for the Men of Kent, yet the subject matter is one that
affects each and every one of us nowadays.
Alan began by showing us some idyllic photos of beautiful palaces, mountain
tops and sandy beaches – and then showed us the picture of such scenes
nowadays, covered in litter and foul detritus? “Would you still go?” he asked.
He is deeply concerned about the millions of tonnes of plastic trash that
is polluting our planet, and has been studying advanced methods for dealing with it, trying to encourage undeveloped
countries to collect waste and turn it into profitable items.
It was a first for us in another way too as our speaker actually zoomed in to our meeting from Nepal! The Kent-based
technologist has been studying pollution for more than 20 years and is particularly concerned with the plastic pollution
that is currently overwhelming countries such as Nepal, India, China and Indonesia. He spoke about some of the creative
solutions already available.
Today we produce over 300 million tonnes of plastic each year and a whopping
91% of plastic is NOT recycled. He might indeed be regarded as an optimist in
wanting to end all plastic waste on our planet! It would be fair to say that some
of our members left the meeting with a sense of the hopelessness at the sheer
scale of the problem.
Contributions from Sheila Cragg, Diana Forrest and Joan Hill
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Chislehurst & NW Kent Branch Report
We are all looking forward to restarting our programme later this year and I hope like me you will be eagerly anticipating
our Christmas lunch on Saturday 4th December 2021 at the Chislehurst Golf Club.
This year has seen the 150th anniversary of Napoleon III arriving in Chislehurst on the 20th March 1871. An informative
webinar was hosted by Joanna Friel from the Chislehurst Society and local historian Angela Hatton to commerorate this
event. More details here - Napoleon III - the Journey to Chislehurst - Chislehurst Society (chislehurst-society.org.uk)
As lockdown measures have eased I have taken the opportunity to explore Kent.
The Crab and Winkle way is a well signed cycle and footpath that links Whitstable with Canterbury which I had the pleasure
of walking recently. The distance is 7.5 miles and takes you along the track bed of a disused railway line that was used
to transport seafood to Canterbury and London. It passes through Clowes Woods and past the University of Kent before
descending into Canterbury . It is a pleasant walk and takes about 3 hours.
Another interesting place I have visited in the last few weeks is the Battle of Britain Museum at Hawkinge. It houses lots of
memorabilia and artefacts relating to the aerial combat that took place over the Kent countryside in the summer of 1940.
Aviation archeologists have recovered many parts of crashed planes and these are displayed with detailed stories and
photographs relating to the pilots from the RAF and Luftewaffe. One notable item is the jacket Douglas Bader wore while
he was a prisoner at Colditz. The original control and operations room is used to display some of these items. It still has two
holes in the roof caused by cannon shells following an airfield attack. For anyone interested in more detail about the air war,
it is well worth a visit and there is a very well stocked bookshop to enjoy.
I hope you have also had opportunity to enjoy the beautiful county of Kent, and look forward to restarting our programme
when it is safe to do so .
Dr Andrew Williams
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Deal & Walmer Branch Report
Armed Forces Day Drumhead Service Deal Sunday 27th June 2021
Armed Forces Day Deal 2021, because of the Covid restriction it was held in the grounds of the
Burma Star memorial garden, and not at Deal Apron entrance as usually held.
Among the 30 invited guests was the local MP Cllr Natalie Elphicke OBE, leader of DDC Cllr
Mike Conolly, Cllr Chris Turner Town Mayor of Deal and the Mayors of Sandwich and Dover, Cllr
Paul Graeme MBE JP and Gordon Cowan.
The Association was represented by Carol Stickler, Deal & Walmer Branch Chairman and Vice
President of the AMKKM, and John Hardy who carried the Deal Branch Standard.
Representing the RBL Dover White Cliffs Branch the Secretary Mr Christine Walton and other
Branch representatives from Eastry and Staple were in attendance.
The service was conducted by The Rev John Lines MBE Padre for the RBL Downs Branch, Keyboard played by Mr Chris
Berriman Musical Director for The Deal Brass Academy Band.
A guard of honour of Standard Bearers from Downs Branch, Royal Marines, Royal Air Force Association, and Staple, Eastry,
Dover RBL Branches, Dover & Deal Sea Cadets Ts Lynx. The Men of Kent & Kentish Men Association standard was also
paraded all under the control of the Downs Branch parade marshal Mr Julian de Zille.
A good contingent of ex Wrens and Navel Officers and Cadets from TS Lynx were also on parade, and they kindly supplied
the drums for the service, bugle calls were provided by W01 Pastie Cornish RM, the Exhortation was said by the Downs
Branch Chairman Mr Edward Barkway, the Kohima Epitaph was recited by the Burma Star Secretary Mr Malcolm Gibbons.
After the Service guests retired to The Royal Marines Association Club where a buffet was provided.
Reported By Mr Malcolm Gibbons RBL Downs Branch Vice Chairman & Remembrance Secretary.
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Maidstone Branch Report
We have not met for 18 months and it will be September when we next meet. Yes, for those Branch members I have not
contacted, I have decided to cancel all meetings up to and including August. This was not an easy decision but government
regulations meant that June was out. Our speaker for July cancelled because of covid and the August speaker was confused
and thinking of cancelling. The Beauvais Room in the Town Hall is closed because of covid but hopefully will be open for
September. Distancing is not easy in the Town Hall and the maximum in the Chamber is 16. I’m sure, come the 19th July, we
will be getting back to something like normal. However, at the time of writing, Maidstone is third highest in Kent, Sussex
and Surrey with over 70 new infections per 100,000. Who knows what is going to happen in the next few weeks!
I do hope everyone is keeping safe and have had both jabs. We have much to catch up on when we finally meet up. So
much so that perhaps we could do without a speaker. However, in September Barbara Stevens will talk to us about “The
Trials and Tribulations of a Public Speaker”. See you there.
In the meantime, stay safe and look after each other.
Ray Philbeam
Chairman

Medway Branch Report
We have all spent the past fifteen months fighting a war against Covid and trying to avoid this enemy. At first our only
real weapon was to isolate which meant a lack of social interaction, especially those enjoyed within each of our Branches.
We now have added a better weapon to our armour in the form of Vaccination, which should let us return to a form of
normality. Unfortunately, a new variant, the Indian Variant, has introduced more uncertainty in our lives which is delaying
our return to full social mixing and hopefully Science will come to the rescue once again!
Like other Branches, Medway were not able to hold normal meetings since February 2020 and did not hold virtual meetings
(apart from our AGM), because the consensus within the Branch Members was a preference to meet up face to face and
happy to wait for the time for that to happen. At this point in time our planned reopening for July has had to be cancelled
and a decision has not yet been taken for August!
As mentioned above, Medway Branch managed to hold their AGM in March virtually. It went well with 19 Members in total
participating. Apart from approving the Financial Report Members were asked to vote on appointment of the Committee.
There has been a couple of changes to our committee, firstly our President, Sheila Underdown, decided it was time for her
to retire from this role and give another the opportunity of representing the Branch as our President. Sheila had been our
President for many years and provided a sterling service in supporting the Branch through thick and thin. She is always
ebullient and shines a bright light over our Membership. She worked tirelessly within the Committee, always providing
positive input. Sheila continues to be a Member of the Branch and will carry on her role as our “Raffle Collector in Chief”.
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Her cheery ambience works its magic selling raffle tickets at our meetings, and we are pleased she will continue to carry out
this vital role! A massive thanks goes to Sheila from all of us for the support over the years.
Our new President is Jack Brett, a member who has supported the Branch and Committee, like Sheila, for many years! Jack
is an excellent choice for being our new President as his background and experience provides great knowledge and is well
known and liked which will strengthen the Branch’s activities. Jack has been a Committee Member for many years and has
played an active role in the Committee offering ideas for our Activity Programme, guidance and support which has been
based on many years’ experience which he has gained in other roles outside of our Association. Our congratulations to Jack
for being voted into this Role and we all wish him well representing us in this role.
We were also pleased to welcome a new Member to our Committee, Doug Baldock, who has many talents, one of which is
to cheer everyone up with his humour and also has entertained us with his unique Musical Quizzes and he stepped up to
volunteer his services at our AGM. A big thanks go to Doug for this and again we all wish him well for his contributions to
the Branch in the coming months.
Writing this report, it made me also ponder on some of the wonderful trips we, as a Branch, enjoyed over the years which
brought back some pleasant memories and something to aim for in the future. Below I have added a few images of those
wonderful days to remind everybody how good those times were and something to look forward to when we are able to
get together again!

Tonbridge & Tunbridge Wells Branch Report
2021 is the Centenary Year for the branch with our earliest document being the minutes of a meeting held in November
1921. Unfortunately, because of the pandemic, we have not been able to hold any celebratory events but our ‘Virtual Coffee
Mornings – Together in Isolation – Thinking of Others’ have continued throughout. The year started well for the branch but
unfortunately, as with all the branches, the pandemic came along and spoiled it for everyone. Booked into our calendar is
our annual Christmas Lunch which this year will become the ‘Centenary Christmas Lunch’. This will take place at the Rose
and Crown in Tonbridge High Street on Thursday 25 November.
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Hopefully the second half of 2021 will bring better news and we will be able to be more optimistic about plans for 2022.
In December we started to include a ‘Zoom’ element and these have been regularly included with varying degrees of
success initially due to some technical difficulties (getting to understand how it worked). Helpful support from Jan Digby
was much appreciated including the screenshot below taken during the recent meeting on 3 June..
At our most recent ‘meeting’ we were pleased to welcome Ross Woodgate who joined us from Christchurch, New Zealand.
All those present enjoyed an interesting conversation about the History of the Woodgate family and its links to our area.
Ross is top left in the screenshot taken during the meeting. For those who are interested, the following link to the Tonbridge
History Society webpage will give further information. http://www.tonbridgehistory.org.uk/people/the-woodgates.htm .
Sadly for the branch, and indeed the Association at large, we are losing two stalwart members who, after a temporary stay
in Bidborough (33 years), have reluctantly decided to move on. Reluctantly, that is, from an Association perspective as they
are, in fact, moving to be closer to their son and his family in Melton Mowbray and we wish them great joy in the future.
John and Jean Richman joined the Association in 1997, the Centenary Year, and have been pillars of the branch ever since.
John was born in Limehouse and moved to Sevenoaks in 1939. Jean was born in Sevenoaks and the two first met in 1948
and were married in 1958.
John’s career in sales meant that he and Jean moved all over England during the course of his climb up the ladder. He
worked for Unilever for 20 years, Tiffany Foods for 10 years as Sales Director and 9 years for Bookers running their National
Accounts Team.
An avid Rugby fan, John played the game until he was 41 playing for various clubs including the Old Juddians and
Eastbourne 1st XV.
Not being one to idly watch the world go by, John is a former Chairman of The Old Juddians, a former Chairman of the
Bidborough Bowls Club and a former Chairman of the AMKKM from 2010 to 2013. In the halcyon days when the Association
had a tent at Tunbridge Wells Cricket Week, John and Jean worked tirelessly to ensure a successful week for the branch
using John’s skills and knowledge of the food industry. I am very grateful to them both also for the support they have given
to ensure that the branch reached its centenary year.
In between he also found time to be an avid Jazz fan as well and he started a collection of Vinyl records in 1952 and then
added CDs as well. He now has 1300 CDs and his records numbered just short of 800 until he recently sold off some 700 of
them.
We wish John and Jean every joy and success in their new home.
Bernard Thompson
Branch Chairman
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Whitstable Branch Report
We may not have been able to meet up as a branch during these very trying times with Covid hanging over us, but we have
kept the branch very much alive with regular ‘zoom’ meetings arranged by the Chairman. Many members have been ‘tuning
in’ regularly and at least have been able to socialise electronically. In addition, some of us have taken advantage of joining
in with Canterbury branch to listen to some talks arranged by them.
The branch is currently in the process of looking for a new venue for meetings as we have received notice of termination
from our current premises.
Our regular lunches at the Golden Lion, ‘Broad Oak’, Canterbury will be restarting in August, these popular social events
have been very much missed.
The annual ‘Blessing the Waters’ which had to be cancelled last year has already been planned for 28th July 2022.
Bat and Trap has been yet another of our activities which has not been taking place this year so far. Just hope we have not
lost the touch!
The branch is pleased to announce however that the 2022 County Spring Lunch is now booked for St Georges Day at the
Whitstable Rugby Club.
Due to the dreaded Covid, there has not been an awful lot to report, but by the next issue things will have changed
hopefully for the better.
Fred Chapman MBE
Publicity Officer
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Some Memories
Of Better Times

AMKKM 2017-2020
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